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ABSTRACT
The objective of the project is to understand how to mechanize multi-jointed MAV wings for perching and/or flapping applications and develop an energy-based design framework for the solution of combined multi-physics, multi-objective problems. 
SUBJECT TERMS
Motivation
• Biological systems not necessarily designed for optimal flight • Engineered systems don't have requirements related to feeding, care for young, etc.
• Should we be attempting to mimic natural systems, knowing that they are not optimized for flight?
• What would a biological system look like if optimized only for flight?
• Can we use engineering design and optimization to create a "flight-only estimate" of the biological system?
VS.
3 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
Approach
• Student 1 (AFIT) will focus on the distribution of skin material to meet performance objectives after selecting four snap shots of a bird wing configuration during perch
• Student 2 (UD) will extend the scope of the research to include active shape control (mechanism synthesis) in addition to skin material distribution 6 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
• Configuration Selection • Developing design tool for energy-based optimization of structure topology
• Currently includes… -Geometry Generator -Pre-Processor -Structural Analysis -Optimization Routine -Aerodynamic Analysis (in progress) -Post-Processor (in progress)
18 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
• Geometry Generator/Preprocessor -Includes a GUI for ease of use -Creates a parametrically defined wing geometry
• Facilitates future optimization routines that could update body geometry 19 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. • Student 2 (UD) will extend the scope of the research to include mechanism design scheme in addition to skin material distribution 27 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. • Topology Optimization -Minimizing compliance equivalent to maximizing stiffness -Compliance is equivalent to the strain energy of a deformed structure -Volume constraint is added to avoid infinite stiffness -Nested compliance minimization optimization statement:
Wing Skin Structure Design
where the compliance c is defined by 31 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
